
 

Delter Coffee Press Brewing Competition Rules and Regulations 2024 
 
 

1. Competition Format 
 

a) Elimination round competition  
b) 2 or more competitors brewing at the same time.  
c) Competitors have 5min to preparing, brewing, and presenting the coffee to the 

judges.  
d) Competitors must present the coffee on the standardized cups provided by the 

organisers.  
e) Coffee character wheel will be used to determine the style of brewing.   
f) Judges will blind taste each coffee and choose privately their favourite coffee. 
g) Judges simultaneously choose their coffee choice.  
h) Best coffee goes through next round.  

 
2. Brew specification  

 
a) Competitor must use an authentic Delter Coffee Press  
b) Competitor is allowed to use the Delter Coffee Press in different ways.  
c) No other brew device is allowed in any circumstances during the competition.  

 
3. Filter types  

 
a) Any type of filter can be used for the competition if it fit in the Delter Coffee Press 

chamber.  
 

4. Brewing equipment accessories and tools  
 

a) Competitors must use sponsor equipment, accessories and tools by the organisers if 
provided.  

b) Competitors are allowed to use their own equipment, accessories and tools if not 
provided by sponsors or organisers. 

 
5. Brewing 

 
a) Only ground coffee and brewing water are allowed in the competition. 
b) No additives or any other substances are allowed in the brewing water.  
c) Competitor must use the coffee provided by the sponsors or organisers.  
d) A max of 20g of ground coffee is allowed for the brew recipe.  
e) Coffee must be ground on the stage  
f) A minimum of 150ml must be presented to the judges.  
g) Bypass brewing water are allowed at any temperature.  
h) Coffee presented after 5min limit won’t be evaluated.  
i) Ice, chilling balls, or chilling rocks are permitted.  

 
 

6. Brewing water  
a) Competitor must use sponsor brewing water if provided.  
b) If sponsor water is not provided competitor are allowed to bring their own water  
c) Water must be neutral and not have any additives or substances other than water.  
d) Head judge will be tasting the water for each competitor if water is not provided by 

sponsors or organisers 



 

 
7. Judges 

 
a) Each coffee is evaluated by the judges from a cupping spoon.  
b) Coffee will be blinded tasted with competitors name hidden on the bottom of the 

standardized cups.  
c) Judges are not allowed to discuss or talking to each other during evaluation.  
d) Once evaluation is finished judges will be pointed simultaneously to the coffee of 

their choice after counting 1, 2 3.  
e) In case of tie, head judge will evaluate the coffees and choose a winner.  
f) MC reveals the winner by lifting the standardized cup winner.  

 
 

8. Before competition  
 

a) Before competition time, competitors may prepare, sort and dose coffee beans and 
pre heated brewing water. 

 
 

9. Set Up Time 
 

a) On the stage competitors will have a few minutes to get set up. 

b) Competitors may: 

i. Plug in kettle or any other equipment. 

ii. Set brewing equipment into place. 

iii. Pre-heat brewing water in kettle 

iv. and anything else allowed under ‘Before competition’. 

c) Competitors may not: 

i. Rinse the filter. 

ii. Pre-heat/pre-chill brewers and vessels 

iii. Add coffee to the grinder or grind the coffee. 
 

10. Competition Time 
 

a) Within the 5 minutes of competition time, competitors must: 

i. Pre-heat or pre-chill brewer and vessels, if doing so. 

ii. Grind the coffee. 

iii. Prepare the recipe. 

iv. Pour all the brewed coffee into the standardized cup.  

 
 


